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Man differs from animals in that he can make and use tools.
This fact, recognized long ago, acquires a new meaning enormous
in its bearing if we make it a starting-point in working out the
methods of child study from a psychological standpoint.
As a matter of fact, the tools used by man not only radically
change his conditions of existence, they even react on him in that
they effect a change in him and in his psychic condition.
In the
complicated interrelations with his surroundings his organization is
being differentiated and refined; his hand and his brain assume
definite shapes, a series of complicated methods of conduct are being
evolved, with the aid of which man adapts himself more perfectly
to the surrounding world.
No development-that
of the child included-in
the conditions
of modern civilized society can be reduced merely to the development of natural inborn processes and the morphological changes
conditioned by the same; it includes, moreover, that social change
of civilized forms and methods which help the child in adapting
itself to the conditions of the surrounding civilized community.
It is natural that these forms of cultural adaptations on the part
of the child are far more dependent on the conditions of the environment in which the child was placed than on constitutional factors.
These methods and forms of conduct are instilled in him, first
of all, owing to the demands made on him by his environment, and
the conditions in which he is placed by that environment; these demands and conditions are precisely the factors which may either
check or stimulate his development.
In urging the child to work out
new forms of adaptation, they may create sudden starts in his
development.
In fine, we obtain undoubtedly "cultural formations"
which playa most important part in the evolution of the child.
Modern psychology has, therefore, an important task to performto investigate the laws which govern the evolution of these cultural
forms of adaptation, to establish that consecutiveness in which the
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predominance of certain manners and forms of cultural behavior
of the child is supplanted by others.
In a word, we have to consider the psycho-penesis of the cultural forms of the child's behavior.
No doubt psychology faces in this task a series of specific problems,
the solution of which is hardly possible for a simple physiological
investigation which limits its scope to the development of the natural
forms of conduct.
It is precisely in the investigation of the change
of separate cultural habits that psychology can successfully reveal
its biosocial character.
In realizing these tasks we inevitably take another road than that
of the classical school psychology. Psychology in approaching the
study of a child was mainly interested in the changes of individual
functions in the process of natural growth and maturation" of the
child. Classical works were devoted to the study of the evolution
of children's associations, their quickening and widening, to the
child's memory, development of attention and of ideas. The authors
everywhere strove to study first of all the quantitative increase in
these functions in the process of child's growth.
We are interested
mainly in other matters.
We consider the development of the child's
conduct can be reduced to a series of transformations,
that these
transformations
are due to the growing influence of cultural environment, the constant appearance of new cultural inventions and
habits, and that each invention of a new "artificial" habit involves
the change of the structure of the child's conduct.
Compare the
conduct of a pupil in his first year at school with that of a preschool pupil. Compare the course of mental processes of these
two, and you will note two structures essentially different in principle. Compare a village boy with another boy of the same age
who lives in a town, and you will be struck by a huge difference in
the mentality of both, the difference being not so much in the development of natural psychical functions (absolute memory, the quickness
of reactions, etc.) as in the subject-matter of their cultural experience
and those methods which are used by those two children in realizing
their natural abilities.
This example enables us to show exactly the bearing of the investigations undertaken by the psychologists of the new formation on
the work of school psychology. School psychologists based themselves on the accurate measurements of memory in artificial conditions
of a laboratory, and in consequence arrived at the conclusion that
memory develops very slowly during the course of the child's growth,
and that sometimes we witness even the deterioration of natural memory. It looks as if there is no perceptible progress in this most important psychic function, and we are at a loss to understand that
enormous widening of the intellectual life of the child (the practical
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memory of the child) which we cannot ignore. The aspect will radically change if we look at the methods by which the child uses its
natural memory. We shall see that it is precisely these methods,
manifold and various, complicated and organized, that draw the
line between a schoolboy and a pre-school child, a civilized man and
a savage, an intelligent person and one who is mentally undeveloped.
By teaching the child such cultural methods, by encouraging his
peculiar inventive capacities, we can in a short time achieve an extraordinary development of the given function, and this development
can be explained only by the fact that the child has mastered his
natural psychic abilities, that he has mobilized those functions which
he hitherto did not know how to use.
The transition to civilized habits of conduct is thus reduced to
the alteration in the main scheme of behavior: instead of applying
directly its natural function to the solution of a definite task, the
child puts in between that function and the task a certain auxiliary
means, a certain manner, by the medium of which the child manages
to perform the task. If he wishes to remember a difficult series,
he invents a conventional sign, and this sign, being wedged between
the task and memory, assists in the better mastering of that task.
The direct, natural use of the function is replaced by a complicated,
cultural form. The simple reactive form of psychics is replaced
by a complex "instrumental" form.
This fact is the most important from our standpoint; it determines the technique we should apply in investigating the evolution
of cultural forms of a child's behavior.
If we desire to study that evolution by experiment, we can choose
one of two methods:
We can place a child in difficult situations, give him a task
so difficult that he cannot solve it without the application of some
special technical means. We are urging him to search for such
means, to enter the field of inventions.
In offering the child the
corresponding material which he could utilize as such means, we are
making such research visible and render it capable of being observed.
However, we know that at various stages of development a child
can master different forms of methods.
If our task is to find out
which category of cultural methods and "instruments of behavior"
can be mastered by a given child, we must substantially change our
technique.
We must place before that child a series of ready
methods and watch to what extent these methods are up to him.
In both instances the process of using artificial methods is carried
outwards; but in the first instance we set a problem and watch
the child inventing a means of solving it, in the second case we set
a ready method and watch how the child. applies it. Both methods
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differ from school psychological experiments in that the forms are
being investigated with the help of which the child masters his
conduct, and, furthermore,
these methods are constructed on the
principle of wedging between the task and its fulfilment an intermediate function-"the
executive instrument" on the principle of
"double stimulation."
It is precisely in view of this latter feature
that we think it right to call this method "the method of instrumentally psychological research."
Along with the purely external methods which help the child in
solving different problems, we must recognize the existence of a huge
number of internal methods and habits evolved in school and due
to character and surroundings;
we place under this head all the
child's habits connected with speech, thought, logic, in short, using
the expression of Claparede, the whole of his "inner technique."
Our experimental task consists in demonstrating these forms of
adaptation, in giving the child under examination not only the
fundamental series of stimuli which copes with the problem set to
him but also a second series which functionally plays a different part
and which serves him as an instrument in solving this problem.
The method of "double stimulation" ("I shall tell you certain words
by means of these signs-paper,
pictures, etc.; you must remember
them") serves to cause a new form of behavior on the part of the
examinee which is complicated by the functional use of stimuli.
In observing the various degrees of such methods we come nearest
to the description of those phases of cultural development through
which a child has to pass.
Our experiments are largely based all the classical investigations
carried on bv Kohler. That author has demonstrated that even animals (apes)· are capable of instrumental use of the objects of the
outer environment.
Having studied the manifestations of the intellect at this primitive stage of development, he elucidated its
dependence on the structure of the field of observation; the use of
instruments and the success of mental operations of the ape depended
on the relative situation of its aim and its instruments.
We observed in children the same dependence of primary intellectual operations on the outer form of the object, and we can suppose that it is precisely the conception of form which predetermines
the success of the intellectual activity at the primary stages of development.
If we throw playing-blocks before a child haphazardly and make him
count them, it will transpire that that task will not be so easy for
the child. It will be different if we place these blocks in a definite
form, let us say, a cross, a square, etc.; then the child will be able
to count the blocks quickly and without mistake as elements of a
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single system. Experience has taught us that the right system will
enable a child of seven or eight to count. Let us place the blocks
in the shape of two intersecting lines, in the shape of a cross; let us
make the child count them and the following rule will always be
observed: the child counts the block as many times as there are
systems of which the block is part. Therefore the block at the crossing of a cross or at the intersection of two squares (see Figure 1) will

o
o
00000

o

o
o
o

00000
o
0
o 00000
o 0 0 0
00000
0
o
0
00000
FIGURE

1

be counted twice, a block in a star forming part of three lines will
be counted three times, etc. A child's counting system at that age
entirely depends on the natural laws governing his field of observation; at that stage counting is a function of form. Only considerably later the cultural process of counting is emancipated from
the field of observation, and the child counts elements correctly independently of their situation.

(4 )

(5 )

(10)

(9)

t!lIlI
FIGURE 2

Sometimes the conception of form does not determine a child's
counting; it simply takes the place of counting.
Make a rectangle
of 4 blocks (see Figure 2) and ask the child whether the number of
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blocks is odd or even. The child says at once that It IS even. If
there is an incomplete rectangle of 5 blocks, the child will also say
at once that the number of blocks is odd. We observe the rapidity
with which the child can answer these questions and arrive at
the conclusion that it is due not to counting nor drawing any complicated conclusion but to a simple conception of a regular (complete) or irregular (incomplete) form. To prove this let us offer
a child of seven or eight 9 blocks forming a regular square; he
will at once say the number is even; if we add a 10th block or change
the form to make an irregular figure of them, the child will say
that the number is odd. This is by no means merely a defective notion of odd and even, it is precisely that stage of development when
cultural methods of counting are subservient to the natural laws of
form.
How are we to examine methodically the origin of these children's cultural forms of adaptation?
How can we make manifest
their hidden mechanism?
How can we evoke them in the process
of experiment in order to master completely these processes?
We are facing here a problem of great pedagogical importance.
We must create in the process of experiment a model of cultural
behavior.
I t is obvious that first we must put before a child a problem which
he is incapable of solving and afterwards induce him to solve it
by means of some methods which are brought to the surface and
registered in detail.
We tried to demonstrate the possibility of such experiments in the
field of investigations of children's memory.
The recollection of a series of elements-say,
arithmetical figures
-is by no means an easy task for a child, whose memory is often
very short. A grown-up person can often remember a much greater
amount of material than a child, because he knows how to use his
memory, because he uses a series of methods brought about by culture,
association, mnemotechnical methods, which the child lacks and which
have materially altered his psychic construction.
Let us train a
child in those methods, and we obtain a radical change in the use
of psychic processes, a difference in their functional structure.
The task of technique is therefore reduced to giving a child
definite means for memorizing, to manifesting such methods, to
making the child act externally and help himself in his work.
We tried to experiment in the following way:
In the process of play a child was given a series of 10 figures to
memorize, coupled with the task of repeating them in a given order.
A series was given orally, and the child usually found that he could
not memorize it. Then we gave him some material and asked him

I
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to use it for the purpose of memorizing these 10 figures. A child
was obviously in need of that material as a means of memorizing,
making by that means certain signs and notes which stimulated him
in the course of recollection.
It was then a question of the necessity "of somehow utilizing that object functionally, to invent in the
process of experiment some cultural sign, some system of writing.
A child was given different materials: paper, strings, chips, playing-blocks, pins, hailshot ; the whole process of manipulations was
taken outwards, the experiment was based on the principle of the
functional use of stimuli, and we had an opportunity to observe
how separate conditions, such as age, development of the child, the
material offered, etc., influence the process of invention and the functional use of material offered.
These experiments of ours brought us in front of the following
fact; if the child passed from a simple, natural memory to artificial
means of memorizing, the task of memorizing 10 or even 15 figures
in a definite order became easy and the whole structure of the process was reconstructed.
Simple, natural memory was replaced by a
system of signs and their subsequent reading, and the maximum of
work was usually shifted from recollection to a recognition of series.
However, this process was not equal for all ages in point of facility
or structure;
the older children were not only capable of better
adapting themselves to our experiment, not only did their memory
work better, but their remembrance was of a substantially
different kind; in observing them we found that the development of the
child not only affects his growth, but his refitment with new psychological habits.
Let us put the above-mentioned problem to a pre-school child of
six or seven who cannot write nor count in writing.
We usually observe the following course: at first, the child does not retain in
memory the series offered to him in the usual way and refuses to
memorize it with the aid of a piece of paper or of a string. The
functional application of the material offered is not clear to him;
a piece of paper or a piece of string has nothing to do with the
task given. The younger and backward children stop at that, and
we find that the clearest indication of mental (cultural)
backwardness is the inability to use functionally
the means of disposal ;
backward children are incapable of grasping the conception of functional relations.
On the other hand, pre-school children, who have attained a
higher stage of development, go farther; after some time (some require more, others less) the child guesses the possibility of utilizing
paper for the purpose of memorizing and straightway begins to use a
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method invented by himself.
This is usually some system of
quantitative marks: a child makes marks on the paper corresponding
in number to the figure stated (six times for the figure 6, twice for
2), or else he tears off the corresponding number of bits or makes
a corresponding number of knots on a bit of string.
This is a process which reproduces in an experimental fashion the
string letter or the scoring sticks, etc., which were used in the early
days of human culture, the only exception being that here the task
of functional utilization of the material was set by us, whereas in
the historical instance it was evolved under the influence of economic
life and growing culture.
It is noteworthy that the invention does not take place at once,
but, so to say, passes two phases. At first the child guesses that he
must make marks, but he does not guess how to make them distinguishable.
He tears off bits of paper or counts hailshots and puts
them in a heap; he makes knots, but leaves no intervals between
them to denote figures. Obviously when he tries to reproduce them
he finds himself helpless; his work was lost labor. Then, after some
fruitless efforts, the child usually guesses that his notes must assume
a different shape; he differentiates his marks in little heaps, in groups.
Once the child has made that discovery, he continues his work without difficulties, and can reproduce it after the lapse of several days;
he has mastered the functional use of means and now can perform
his task with the aid of any material put before him. U sing objective methods the child increases enormously the productivity of
his psychic activity.
We can easily discern in these experiments processes very much
like those which Kohler observed among the apes (sudden decisions and "Aha-Erlebniss,"
functional use of outside objects, the
perpetuality of acquired habits, the changes of their structure).
In one or two sittings we have shown the child the way to use
new methods and thereby have materially altered the course of his
psychological processes and achieved a great increase in his productivity. We have really carried out a pedagogical experiment which
enables us to study more closely the ways in which the transformation
of natural psychological functions into cultural ones takes place.
By varying the material (starting from the simplest "leading"
question to a pre-school child concerning hailshots, grains, etc., and
ending with the most difficult one), by varying the problems (including in the series of figures zero, double figures), we are enabled
to observe in detail the application of cultural methods on the part of
the child to the simplest mnemonic operations.
One thing proves
really interesting in these series: the experiment proves that the
difference between the intellectual operations of a pre-school child
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and a schoolboy is not of a purely quantitative
kind, that the
schoolboy is armed differently from a pre-school child in point of
quality, that the structure of his processes is essentially different.
To prove this let us set the same problem to a schoolboy of the
first or the second year of study, and we shall witness something
very different.
It is quite natural that a child who has mastered
the writing of letters and figures will not attempt to invent a new
system of signs, but will rather apply the ready-made system of writing, as evolved in the history of culture.
This system he will apply
in spite of any difficulties. In fact, a child who is given a strip of
paper for the purpose of memorizing will first of all attempt to make
on it the signs of figures; by tearing out of that strip pieces which
roughly represent figures he simply inscribes the series set to him,
only instead of using a pencil he does it in a different way.
In the course of the experiment this representation of figures becomes more schematic. In the end they lose the delineation of figures
and acquire the form of some code; in the process materials of
various type may be used simultaneously, such as matches, pens,
blocks, paper, etc. However, everywhere the signs represented will
have the common feature of integral signs, and not be a mere
quantitative inscription respresenting the number.
It is extraordinary how children always represent figures in that
w.ay. The same tendency is exhibited by children when they
are given material such as strings, chips, pins, out of which they
attempt to form figures although it would have been easier in that
case to adopt the system of knots and scoring-stick marks; it is
interesting to note that if you forbid them to represent figures you
will make them quite helpless to cope with the task, and we have
hardly ever seen among children of these school groups any instances
of reversion to the method of quantitative counting so characteristic
of pre-school children.
For that very reason the material easiest
to handle for pre-school children, namely, hailshots, grains, etc.,
often becomes the stumbling-block for schoolboys.
A pre-school
child inscribes by laying aside in heaps the corresponding number of
hailshot : a schoolboy, on the other hand, tries to lay them in the
shape of a figure. The former invents scoring-sticks; the second
uses the time-honored system of recording of figures representing
numbers.
We are here witnessing by way of experiment the process of evolution of cultural methods of writing which resuscitates
before our eyes the most ancient primitive forms of writing; we see
how our schoolboy refits himself with new weapons and how the
whole of his psychic condition is being reconstructed under the influence of such refitment.
The cultural historical development of psychology goes along the
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path of complication of cultural methods and' habits; the history of
culture starts with a primitive outward technique and ends with a
complicated psychological technique.
It inevitably develops in man
the functional utilization of his own conduct.
It is this latter process of changing one's own attitude to psychological processes functionally used in their new qualitative forms which we observe in
experimenting.
We can demonstrate this, e.g., in our experiments
with memory, in the course of which a child learns how to use
the most important internal mechanism-the
structural connection.
A child who can hardly memorize five or six words of the series
read out to him is asked to commit them to memory with the aid of
pictures laid out on the table (e.g., lotto).
Not one of the pictures actually reproduces the word in question, and the task can
be performed only if the child connects in one structure the word
in question with one of the pictures.
It is obvious that for such
an experiment it is essential somehow to evidence one's power of
association in order to direct associative ideas every time in a
definitely fixed direction. We note that such mastering of the ideas
of association can be acquired, but by no means by all the children.
It is an obviously impossible task for a child of five or six or a
backward child during his first years at school to establish a connection between the word "village" and the picture of a house,
between the word "tail" and the picture of a dog, and, what is most
important, to appreciate truly that connection and use it so as to
memorize the material offered to him; on the other hand, a welldeveloped child will perform that task without great difficulties.
We had occasion to observe how a child in establishing and utilizing such connections could by looking at the cards reproduce 25-30
and more words after one reading, while his natural memory could
fix 5-6 at the most. Moreover, the connecting links were established
with extraordinary subtlety. Thus, in order to remember the word
"spade" the child chose a picture of chickens picking up grains "because they picked it just as the spade digs the earth"; for the word
"theater" the child chose the picture of a crab on the seashore "be.cause the crab looks at the pebbles in the sea, and they are just as
pretty as a theater," etc.
The experiment with memory can be transferred from the plane
of natural processes, "stimulus-reaction,"
to the plane of instrumentality by wedging between the words and their repetition the
stimulus of the second kind, with which the given word is artificially
connected, a stimulus that serves as a means, as an instrument of
memorizing.
In so doing we reconstruct the whole structure of the
process and reach the maximum heightening of productivity.
We
are attempting to reach here that which could hardly attain with
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an animal: the functional instrumental use of one's own psychic
processes for the problem set in the experiment.
By operating with auxiliary means, by artificially connecting with
them the stimuli in question, the object of our experiment learns how
to use his natural capacities to the utmost by replacing their direct
application by a complicated cultural application.
Experiments carried out by us in accordance with that method
gave the following interesting results. The use of pictures and the
"cultural" memorizing when applied to schoolboys of ten to twelve
gives 60 per cent increase in the productivity of their memory as
compared to the ordinary memory of a "natural" kind; the same
method on mentally defective schoolboys produced no effect whatsoever in improving their memory, and when applied to weak-minded
children it even caused 20-30 per cent deterioration of their "natural" memory. It is clear that the difference in efficacy of this
method is due to the fact that a weak child is not able to grasp the
mnemonic method which is thoroughly mastered by a normal child
of nine or ten. It is this difference in ability to use functionally
the cultural methods which we are inclined to regard as a test which
determines whether the child is intellectually normal or backward."
In the course of investigation of the child's behavior we came
to the conclusion that it passes through several stages, each of them
differing in point of quality. We can roughly mention the following stages:
( 1) The child is not in a state to perform the task by the complicated auxiliary means. He is incapable of connoting the objects
offered as the auxiliary means and fails to remember a series of words
"with the aid" of cards; such is the pre-instrumental stage of development.
(2) The child begins to attempt to use the objects offered as the
means for attaining the object, but does it clumsily, without attempting to establish a rational connection between the task and the
auxiliary means, looking at the latter as a sort of magic. For example, in wishing to memorize a series of words he puts before himself a series of equal nails, in no way differing from each other, and
does no longer trouble to remember the set words; each of these
nails must, so to say, be a reminder for a definite word. It is obvious
that such "method" proves inadequate and the result is disappointing
to the child. This phase is characterized by a purely formal attitude
to the method adopted, a blind faith in its efficacy though it is
thoroughly inadequate.
This phase (which we have observed in
'The

results

of this work will be presented

in detail

in another

article.
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children of five to seven though it may appear in later years) we
can call the magical or the pseudo-instrumental phase.
(3) Finally, much later we observe the real instrumental stage
in the development of the child, the main features of which are the
complicated structure of acts of behavior, the ability to adapt one's
self to difficult tasks by using adequate means and the outer auxiliary
stimuli. It is precisely this part of behavior which develops most in
a schoolboy and the modern civilized man, and is of utmost significance.
It is obvious that the above classification of phases is arbitrary;
it emphasizes only one, perhaps not the most important though in
any case essential, feature in the evolution of man's conduct. Their
dynamics, characteristic features, and limits will be subject-matter
of my other article.
Let us sum up the method applied by us and once more indicate
its main features.
We believe that the principles of investigation submitted by us
open up new and important prospects in the science of psychology.
This method investigates the cultural forms of adaptability of man
and thus raises questions of great pedagogical importance.
The
development of a child at school is after all reduced to his refitment
with new cultural arms and the forging of new psychological
weapons. It is by studying the cultural forms of behavior that we acquire the faculty of mastering and of regulating them. The scientific analysis of laws which underlie the cultural behavior of the
child can help us in framing a series of concrete pedagogical and
didactical measures.
A further working-out of this method can
bring us to the framing of a series of tests which, instead of evaluating the natural qualities of the child, will be devoted to the analysis
of the degree of their cuItural utilization.
The precise measurements
of these features, hitherto consistently ignored, will now certainly
have the greatest pedagogical and pedological importance.
Finally, we are inclined to regard in the instrumental-psychological investigation great progress in objective technique.
In connecting the performing of tasks with a series of external operations
we are carrying outward whole systems of psychological processes
and acquire the possibility of observing objectively how their structure is changed under the influence of inoculating new instruments,
new cultural methods.
.
And, what is most important, we obtain in this method a key to
the problem of how the child's behavior is transformed into the behavior of a cultured adult living in complicated industrial-cultural
conditions and armed with a complicated social-cultural outfit.
N. K. Krupskaia Academy
Moscow, U. S. S. R.
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COMPORTEMENT

CULTURAL

DE

L'ENFANT

(Resume)
Pour etudier
les formes cultur ales du comportement
de l'enfant
il faut
changer
radicalement
la methode psychologique
ordinaire.
II faut etudier
non seulement la reaction de l'enfant a un stimulus quelconque
mais aussi
Ie processus selon lequel I'enfant produit la reaction.
Au lien de la methode
"stimulus-reaction"
il faut employer
la methode "stimuli
doubles".
Entre
Ie stimulus et la reaction
(symbole A -? B), on place un second stimulus,
qui joue fonctionnellement
un role different, Ie role de la methode "instrument" pour la realisation
de l'acte donne (symbole A
B).
La psychologie

Vc

a recours donc a l'etude aux processus indirects.
Dans nos recherches
nous avons adopte deux methodes:
(1) Nous avons
donne deux methodes prep a rees a l'enfant
et nous avons observe la f acon
dont il pouvait s'en servir ; (2) Nous avons donne un problerne difficile it
l'enfant et nous avons etudie les methodes employees dans la resolution du
problerne,
Nous avons etabli par nos experiences
une series de stades qui different
l'un de l'autre
dans les differents
degres d'employer
les methodes
et les
instruments
et caracterisent
Ie comportement
cultural
de I'enfant.
Nous
distinguons:
(1) Ie stade naturel
(pre-instrumental)
du comportement,
ou
I'enfant n'acquiert
pas de methodes artificielles
et ou Ie comportement
est
car acterise par l'application
directe des fonctions naturelles;
(2) Ie stade
magique (ou pseudo-instrumental)
du comportement,
ou I'enfant comprend la
signification
des instruments
et des methodes artificielles
mais ne peut pas
encore s'en servir et les considere "magiques";
et (3) Ie stade cultural
(ou
instrumental)
du comportement
lequel est ca r acterise
par la capacite
de
l'enfant
d'ernployer :les instruments
et par l'application
des methodes culturales.
LURIA

DAS PROBLEM

DES GEBILDETEN

BENEHMENS

DES

KIN DES

(Referat)
Urn die geselligen Formen des Benehmens des Kindes zu studiren, muss en
wir unsere psychologischen
Methoden yon Grund aus iindern.
Wir sollten
nicht nur die Reaktion
des Kindes
auf einen gewissen
Reiz beobachten,
sondern auch den Vorgang, der die Reaktion im Kinde hervorruft.
Anstatt
der
Methode,
"stimulus-reaction,"
miissen
wir
die Methode
"doublestimuli" einfiihren.
Zwischen Reiz und Reaktion
(Symbol A -? B) wird
noch ein weiterer
Reiz eingeschoben,
welcher eine andere Rolle spielt, und
zwar die Rolle des Methoden
"Instruments,"
zur Realisirung
des gegebnen
Vorgangs
(Symbol
A
B) . Somit wendet
sich die Psychologie
zum

V
C
Studium des indirekten
Vorgangs.
Bei unsern Untersuchungen
haben wir zwei Methoden
angewandt:
(1)
Wir gaben dem Kinde zwei fertige Methoden an die Hand und beobachteten
dann wie es dieselben
anwenden
konnte;
(2) Wir legten dem Kinde ein
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schwieriges
Problem vor, und beobachteten
die Methoden die es anwendete
urn das Problem zu Ibsen.
Durch diese Experimente
haben wir eine Stufenreihe
festgestellt,
welche
sich durch die verschiedenen
Stadien der Handhabung
der Werkzeuge
und
der Anwendung
der Methoden
von einander
unterscheiden
und die das
gebildete Benehmen des Kindes kennzeichnen.
Wir unterscheiden:
(1) Die
natiirliche
Stufe ("pre-instrumental")
des Benehmens, wo das Kind keinerlei kiinstliche
Methoden
annimmt,
und die Ausiibung
der naturlichen
Funktionen
charakteristisch
fur das Benehmen
ist;
(2) Die "magische"
Stufe (oder "pseudo-instrumental")
des Verhaltens,
wenn das Kind wohl
die Bedeutung
der Werkzeuge
und Methoden
begreift,
diese jedoch noch
nicht recht handhaben
kann, und sie ihm daher "rnagisch"
erscheinen : und
(3) Die gebildete Stufe ("instrumental")
des Benehmens,
wenn das 'Kind
gelernt hat Werkzeuge
und gebildete Methoden
anzuwenden.
LURIA

npcGlIeMa HYlIbTYPHrO nOB8AeHMR pe6eHKa.
(PoIPopaT)
.n:1I1IH3Y'lOHHlIltY.lbTYPULU IPOPl! IiOBCAeBHII pc(ieuKa Mb[ "OllltHhI cymecrseaao
aaxeanrs
06hi'lHYIO nClIllOJIOrH'ICcKYIO MeTO.lHlty. Hac JJ;ollltahr rcncps HRTcpeCOBaTb
He TOJIbltO rorosue
peasnaa
petieaxa,
AaIOm;HeCII B OTBOT aa re BlIR HBhIe CTHMYlIhI,
no H TO n p a e 14u, C nOllOm;bIO ItOIOPhIll pe6enOK nparorar
It Taltoit peasnan.
Ha
:.leCTO MeTO.laltH ••CTU14YJ!a-poalt~un·
CTaHOBHfClI MOTO,llHlta ")I;BoitHOit CTUMyJ[II~U8":
Mellt'S CTRM1JIOM H pealt~Heii (CHMBOl! A-I:l) B-\BHraeTCII eme ,II06aBO'lBhIii CTHMYJI,
HrpalOm;Hit IPJBlt~nOB8.JIbHO ,IIpyryIO pors scaoaorareasaoro
npaexa,
~HBcrpY14CBTa·
,IIXlI ocymecraaeaaa
)J;IIHHoro ,IIeiiCTBlilI (CHIIBOJ! A..•..B). Ilcaxoaoraa, rasaa
06·

V
C

paaon

nepexorar
R RaY'leRHIO cnocpeacraoaaauax
npO~'1CCOB.
H Bameli )(OTO.lHlte MhI B,IIeM ABYMlI nYTIIIIB: I) MhI npe,l\l8.raCM pe6eBity 10·
TOBhIe npaexsr 11 CJIe,llHM 3& TeM. HaCKOlIbX<) OR osaasraaerca
B COCTOIIHHe acnoasaosars ax; 2) lIhI Cra.BHM nepez HRI( CJIOlltHYIO aa,ll8.'ly u Ba6JIOAaeM re npaesu,
soropxe pe6eHoK uaotiperaer AlIlI ee ocym;CCTBJIeHHlI.
C noxomuo npOBO"eRlIhIX npa aTOH MerOAHlte excnepauearoa
Yaaercs
ycranOBHH. PlIiI npOIOllHlIbIX pe6eHKOM CTa.,D;Bli, OTJIn'laIOm;RXClI paa.1lH'IHOii crenessn
BCnOJIb30BanHfl TaltU npHOMOB,. MhI paaaasaea,
1) CTa)lB!O HaTYP8.JIbHOrQ (~O-BHcrpYMeHT8.JIb noro)
nOBeJ\eHBlI, rAe pe6eHoit
OKaahIBaeTClI Be B COCTOIIHHH CAe.1aT-b
csoa npoo.eccfI
onocpe~CTBOBaBHhIIIB, OBJIaAen KaKIIMH-JIBOOHCltYCCTlIeHHhIMB npaeMaMH, B ~J.e noseaeaae
xapasrepaayerca
aenocpeacraeaaas
npaseueaaea
HaTypaJlbHhIll IPYHK~8ii, 2) CTa"uIO xaraxecsoro
(aaa rrcesao-aacrpyeearaasaoro)
uoaeaeaas,
rae perieaos, YCBOHB aaaxeaae
OPYAHl! H acsyccraeaaux
npaeaoa,
eme 110 pleeT
HIIB noasaoaarsca
,B OTHOCHTClI It HBM MarH'leCKB B 3) CTa,J.BIO KJlIbTypHoro
(ancrpyxcnraasnoro)
uoseaeaas,
,l;AII aoroporo
xapaarepaa
aaxeaa
BaTyp8.JIbHhIX
cuocotios
npacnocotiaeaaa
onOCpe,ll;CTBOBaHHhIM noseaeaaes,
YMOHRe noasaosarsca
PflJ\OJ[ aaeraaax
0PYJ\d B BBYTpeuHBx BcnOMOraTeJIbHhIX npl!el'loll.
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